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 1. Divine Slice of Life

 1.2. Divine Slice of Joy

 2. Library Theme

 3. TakaFell

 4. Cut Through Park

 5. Fight in Park

 6. Wake Up Surprise

 7. Ronan is a Problem

 8. Meet Akame
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 9. Taka Upset Kiss

 10. Strip Scene

 11. Akame Revelation

 12. Closet Kiss

 13. Sakuya Make Love

 14. Bad Ending

 15. Epilogue - Heaven
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Do not even work. Super fun game! The feeling of traveling through space is awesome, and because of the static background
and steady velocity, works well without any dizziness whatsoever. The difficulty is perfectly balanced between too easy and too
hard, making it very satisfying to actually get to the next level. The intensity of the game seems to pick up as you get upgrades,
so it's always a challenge to keep your ship in top shape (you lose some upgrades when you're shot). The game works well for
any-heighted people (even kids!).

There are a few annoying things that will probably get cleaned up in time by the developer. For instance, there's no way to exit
the game except from within the VR headset (you lose mouse control once the game goes full screen and takes over the
monitor). I look forward to seeing further updates!. Stylised 90s anime visuals and creative gameplay, needs polish but the
potential is here.. The kingdom of Tarethiel has been taken over by creatures of hell. Your mission is to cleanse the kingdom
and free the citizen from the agonizing wrath of the demon child called Damien. Grab your axe, bow, gun or magic powers and
start purging the Gate Keepers and their minions!

Hero Siege is a gore filled Hack N Slash game with heavy Rogue-like elements. Choose a class and start your survival journey.
Find secrets, obtain items, slay hordes of different enemies and bosses.. Viktor is a twin-stick run'n'gun sidescroller. While this
is may not seem very original, there are actually only a handful of modern run'n'gun shooters that are well made, so this is an
impressive effort.

Pros:
- Good enemy variety
- Levels are decently challenging levels
- The boss fights are really well-designed , some of the best I've seen in a while
- You have a dash mechanic for platforming and dodging which makes the motion very fluid and energetic

Cons:
- Presentation is average, visuals are nothing special and soundtrack is pretty basic metal-ish fare
- Difficulty can be a bit uneven, especially considering the one-hit kill deaths
- It's a fairly short game padded by difficult levels a la Megaman. If you play on Normal it'll be rather brief.
- Ammo for the better weapons is scarce but your main weapons are pretty decent overall. For a one man dev team you did
something really special here and I hope the dev continues with this diamond in the rough.
I like the focus on connections between people and how you have to use them to your advantage.

This one is worth a least a go or two and I do not regret my purchase.
.
What you can do: Form relationships and advance your career as a pirate, politcian, diplomat, naval officer.

What I'd like to see: More attention on the space aspect of everything such as stations, being able to perhaps purchase or build a
station(an example would be a mining station in which you can hire people to mine asteroids for profit)
Overall I'd like to see the scope of the game magnified but first I'd rather the dev concentrate on getting what he has now up to
snuff, the UI is good but feels clunky and there are some features that aren't in the game (player marriages, children and the
like) due to some bug related to those portions of the game.

Support this dev as he clearly cares enough about the game, and remember he is just one person. It's a game you play for a
while, then you beat it and you won't go back to it unless you're an achievement hunter.

The Mage class is far and away the best class. Usually mages suffer from the issue of being squishy and easily wrecked, but in
this game stats are affected solely by items. They will affect each class the same way, so this completely mitigates the whole
"squishy mage" archetype right there. Now, this is a huge issue because every class has 4 attacks: A basic attack you will spend
the bulk of your time on, and three situational abilities that take MP to use that are more powerful, but are limited by of course
your MP (which does regenerate quite quickly.)

The Mage's attack is a long range, rapid-fire arcane bolt that lets you hit enemies from near anywhere without needing to get up
close and have them chase you. As they get closer to you, you can switch to your more powerful Flame Breath and finish them
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that way. This puts the mage well outside of anything's distance, allowing you to pretty much breeze through the game with little
effort.

The Cleric, in contrast, has a short-range "volley" that is slow, has a long range Vampirism spell that minorly heals you, and then
has two healing abilities that are useless outside a multiplayer game, and even then it's questionable as one is long-range targeted
and one is a shockwave-style spell centered on you. But potions are not only plentiful to excess, they are usable at the push of a
button, so this pretty much renders the Cleric completely useless.

The Fighter has a very short range basic attack, guaranteeing you will eat a lot of damage from enemies. A longer range attack is
a dash that collides into enemies and damages them, which also puts you into strike range for your basic attack... and into their
strike range. He does have an ability that reduces damage dealt to him, but it only lasts half as long as it takes for the cooldown
to wear off. Now remember how stats are a nonfactor and that you need to power up through the items you equip... this means
there is absolutely no compelling reason to play a Fighter in this game when you have the range of the Mage to work with.

The storyline is your basic "go and kill the bad guy masquerading as a good guy" trope. It takes about 10 hours to beat and then
because there is no compelling reason to play through with characters other than a mage, this game will remain in your library,
sit there and collect e-dust. The replayability is counting on you to be an achievement hunter, to do such mind numbing tasks
like collect one million gold, or kill 1,000 enemies in PVP (as of this writing) or level up each class to level 30 (when I finished,
I was level 15. This involves basically screwing around and redoing areas in the multiplayer game.) These tasks are more tedious
and time-consuming than fun, and are there to basically artificially inflate the playtime of the people who just have to have
every achievement unlocked. Since I personally don't give a monkeys about achievements, there is currently nothing bringing
me back to this game right now.

It makes for a couple interesting gaming sessions, then you're done and it's on to the next game. It's the Chinese Food of video
gaming: Satisfying at first but soon you will be looking for something else.

Do I recommend it? If you have 5 bucks laying around and need something new to do for a couple nights, sure. If you want
something of substance, this won't hit that spot. I can't give it a "thumbs middle", so I would have to say considering I have not
touched it since I played through to the end, no, I could not recommend it based on that. But YMMV.. This loco has to be one of
DTG best made DLC's ever! It sounds accurate and operates as it should. Really worth the full price as there's no complaints.

One bug, the second tone of the horn can be mute sometimes I load this loco.
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Pick it up for under $5, worth an hour or two of your time!. I wanted to like this game! Unfortunately, the best part about this
game is the soundtrack. Unfortunately, the game doesn't know basic words (e.g. Week is known, but weak is not).

If you are going to make a word puzzle game, at least include ALL of the words possible to make from each word.. Took me
about 45 minutes and I used one hint.
\u00a34 for 45 minutes of entertainment.

The game is reasonably well made, although interaction with some items was difficult or unintuitive.

Not worth a replay once complete but you can challenge mates to beat your time I guess.. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. The Last Stand Is a crap ton
of Fun.... dont know about a solid standalone but still fun!. Probably a great game for kids, but as an adult who likes point-and-
click games it was tedius. The controls were a pain to use, had to use both hands and you can't change them, the camera turns by
itself when transitioning areas and you can't turn that off which is unpleasant for the motion sick prone and uses up a lot of time.
Cute I guess but I wish I'd skipped this one.. Chaotic and fun; You can't go wrong with this game if you have friends to play
with. There will be salt, sweat, and tears.. The scenery on this route is great... however the rolling stock and scenarios are not.

For example, the P42 is actually just a reskin of the P32DC-AM, meaning that there are still features such as 3rd rail electrical
pickups present on the locomotive when in reality there are none. The paint on both the locomotives is lacking; the sounds on
both locos are not good, but can be replaced. The amfleet passenger cars have strechy couplers, and the wheels on the passenger
cars do not always appear to line up with the tracks. In the Dash 8, there is no way to toggle the ditch lights, or instrument lights
by using the keyboard alone. The headlight on the Dash 8 looks weird when viewed from the distance.

The scenarios do not seem very realistic. Once again, DTG has made you follow an extremely strict timetable for freight
scenarios. Also, in the first freight scenario, your train is routed on to a 15 mph siding for...no reason. No, I didn't change the
switch myself. In quick drive, if you try to drive south, your train will be facing north.

The scenery is the best that DTG has ever done. Alright, there isn't enough traffic on I-95, but that's okay. As a route alone, it is
fantastic, however I would've liked to see better rolling stock and scenarios included to take advantage of what there is to see..
This is a let down, it's a dull game that's buggy every time you start playing. don't buy :(. One of the best VR multiplayer games
available. The "climbey" like motion is the best in an VR environment, coupled with and wide range of power ups and weapons
by a rpg gamestyle mechanic.
That chaotic feeling of finding and activating the right card in slow motion over a a cliff edge when you have a player swinging
at you with 2 miniguns is immensely entertaining!
9\/10!
10\/10 when we have a more players actually playing it.
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